
- Magnetic Fixing

FIXINGS

Which kind of roof fixing will suit you and your choice of sign? If all the car roofs looked the same this would be an easy task. The reality today is different. 

The car roofs tend to be more and more extreme and advanced and the design of the rails and fixing points are constantly changing.To meet these 

demands Pointguard has developed a flexible and user friendly system of fixings and roof racks which is continuously being updated.

All our products are made in the highest quality materials and our goal is that the sign shall in an easy and elegant way integrate in the overall design of 

the car without creating unnecessary noise and increased fuel consumption. Our product line consists of everything from roof racks to magnet fixings and 

we recommend that you contact one of our skilled resellers to find a solution that suits your needs. 

The magnetic fixing has become the most popular fixing for our signs and a big sale success in the Nordic countries. If you strive for a quiet working 

environment, a nice general impression, less fuel consumption and flexibility, our magnetic fixing is the ideal fixing for your taxi sign. 

The construction with 12 thin magnets placed into a soft base of rubber creates an exceptional strength to the surface and gives the sign a solid and 

stable fixing. Although the magnetic fixing has a very impressive strength it is very easy to remove, just lift the end of the base and the magnetic fixing 

will easily be removed from the surface. The magnetic fixing is designed to fit all our different models of Toplights and we also offer the magnetic fixing  

to our advertising signs.

Height: 9 mm 
Depth:185 m 
Length: 530 mm 
Material: Rubber - Dryflex Termoelaster     Colour: Black - available in other colours
  

Resistance against degreasing solutions 
100 % recyclible 
Tested according to TÜF standard  

Technical information:



FIXINGS

Pointguard started in the late 80´s to develop custom made roof racks for the taxi market. Our taxi customers requested a roof rack with a more 

aerodynamic and better looking design for their signs. The traditional roof racks on the market do not always take in consideration design and 

functionality made for the taxi roof sign. Today Pointguard can offer you roof racks in both stain less steel and aluminum. There are flexible fixings 

available for both the school sign as well as other potential product that you might want to combine with the taxi sign, for example flags etc. Our roof 

racks are made in highest quality material and are easily installed. Our stainless steel roof rack is thanks to its flexible construction easy to adjust to fit 

different types of vehicles while our aluminum roof rack comes in different lengths made for the most common car models.     

- Roof Racks

- Side mounted fixing

With our side mounted fixing you will get an easy and effortless installation 

of the taxi sign. The fixing consists of a bottom plate made in stainless 

steel, magnet and an end fixing which is custom made for the car model. 

The fixing plate can be used with all our Standrad Toplight signs and can 

also be combined with the school sign.  

Height: 15 mm  
Depth: 60 mm / 70 mm Alu 
Length: Depends on car model
Weight: Alu - 1.5 kilo / Steel - 2.2 kilo  
Material: Stainless steel / Aluminium
Colour: Black (Roof rack Alu) 
Avaible car models: See separate car specification
Extras: Fixing for School sign - Flag
Adapted for: Toplight models (not S-models) - Streamer - Advertising signs (Alu)

- Roof racks (Stainless steel and Aluminium)

- Side mounted fixing

Height: 21 mm   
Depth: 60 mm  
Length: 480 mm
Weight: 1.8 kilo
Material: Stainless steel
Avaible car models: See separate car specification
Adapted for: Toplight models (not S-models) - School sign
Extras: Avaible with School sign fixing  

Technical information:


